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-- 10 Years Human Design in America
-- Greetings from Zeno
-- Follow-Up Package Now Offered
-- The Elements of Human Design Class in August
-- Practical Applications Workshop in October

-- 10 Years Human Design in America
This coming August, it will be ten years since our friend Peter Wolf brought
us our Human Design charts on a vacation trip from Switzerland. We were
struck by what we saw on those charts and what followed is history. Three
months later, in November and December 1993, Ra was our guest and taught the
first, rudimentary Basic and Advanced trainings in America to a group of
eight curious people, including the two of us.
As New Sun Services America, we then set out to spread the news. We traveled
to introduce people to Human Design and clarified, catalogued, organized and
displayed the basic concepts, which evolved over the years into what is now
The Course in Human Design. We organized tours and annual clusters of
classes in Taos with Ra, sent out newsletters, created and published books,
tools, a huge audio library of classes and organized the original licensing
of aspiring analysts.
>From 1999 to 2001, after Human Design was firmly established in America, Ra
made a series of successive moves to distance himself from us, which turned
out to be a great opportunity to examine our knowledge of Human Design in
depth without being conditioned by him and his view of the world.
One result was the creation of an independent not-for-profit (HDP) that was
the direct shift out of the old, unworkable analyst licensing program. If
you haven’t yet checked this out, visit www.humandesignsystem.net.
The main shift, though, has been to liberate our spirits, returning to a
compassionate view of the world. We’ve learned so much, by starting with
ourselves and our own truth of a humanistic Design that recognizes everyone
as already living their design.

-- Greetings from Zeno

Recently, I’ve had the opportunity to speak with clients of people who offer
Human Design using the technique of names, phrases, labels, keynotes and
slogans. Each time I hear someone tell me what they have learned, I cringe
upon hearing some really questionable things being said. A few days back,
someone with an emotional definition of Emoting, from the Root to the Solar
Plexus, which I also have, said, “I learned that my moods are either up or
down and nothing in between.”
What is this supposed to help clarify? I asked the person whether that was
in fact how she perceived herself. We had a short conversation, and I was
once again struck with the fact that the evolution I’ve experienced in chart
consulting is both extremely satisfying and much healthier than the ways I
originally learned and taught Design, and that I’m very inspired to share
what it is I’ve come to realize.
The shift in my orientation has been both profound and highly effective for
clients. This October, I am offering a revised “Practical Applications”
workshop (see below). When you would like to consult using Human Design with
a humanistic approach, this workshop is for you.
You should have a working knowledge of the basic mechanics to attend. When
you have not yet taken a basic course and would like a primer, I will give a
three-day Elements of Human Design class in August (see below).
Practical Applications is a qualifying course to be a Professional Human
Design Practitioner through HDP, the American Association of Human Design
Practitioners. Visit www.humandesignsystem.net.
If you’ve already taken the equivalent class from me (i.e. the old analyst
training or Practical Applications), you may attend for half price.

-- Follow-Up Package Now Offered
Being introduced to your chart can be an incredible experience. But then
what? How do you work with it?
Over her 10 years of studying Human Design, being a practitioner and trainer
has led Zeno to experiment with effective ways you can enter into your own
direct understanding of your chart.
Following an initial consultation, she offers an affordable program geared
to your chart and life experience. This includes four one-hour sessions,
using three different charts of significant people in your life (with their
permission to use their charts for your study) and an ephemeris. Over the
course of one month, you will gain very direct, experiential knowledge of
how your Design is playing out in your life.
$350 includes all (NM residents add tax)

-- The Elements of Human Design Class in August
August 15-17, 2003
Taos, New Mexico
$360*
Upon various requests, this is a life version of our popular “Course in
Human Design.” You’ll get the same great materials, but instead of CDs,
there’s Zeno live, able to tune into those present.
Call or visit www.humandesignsystem.com/education/2.htm to learn more about
the Course in Human Design.
*Participants in the Course can attend this class for half price.
NM residents add tax.
Please register by August 1.

-- Practical Applications Workshop in October
October 16-19, 2003
Taos, New Mexico
$640**
Zeno’s persistent pursuit of truth and her living experience with Human
Design have made this workshop a beloved institution. If you have a good
grasp of the mechanics and crave something beyond slogans and labels, be in
beautiful Taos for these four days in October. We can help you arrange great
accommodations in the area.
Call or visit www.humandesignsystem.com/education/3.htm for more info.
**To celebrate our “10 Years Human Design in America” anniversary, we invite
participants in the Course in Human Design to come at a 20% discount!
NM residents add tax.
Please register by October 1.
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Since 1993, zc design is instrumental in introducing and establishing the
Human Design System in America and abroad.
Occasionally we send an e-mail newsletter to our list. Once in a while
there's even a printed issue.
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